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Abstract

Safety is a key corner stone in order to miminize risks of accidents onboard vessels and

yachts. Despite existing regulations and rules, reports of lethal accidents keeps

occurring on all types of vessels. Previous studies show that in any workplace attitudes

towards risks play a key part in order to create a safe environment in the work place.

Seeing the number of accidents in recent reports onboard yachts the research

investigated the existing attitudes towards safety amongst junior crew onboard

commercially registred yachts.

Semistructured comprehensive interviews with eight crew were conducted, and results

showed a disregard for existing regulations onboard their yachts. Moreover it was found

attidues onboard towards safety are not all positive, due to several factors creating

behaviours which are not following safety procedures. The results showed that several

factors are hindering a more positive attitude towards safety. The existing attitudes are

influenced by the existing culture in the industry, other crewmembers and employers.

But also by  job security and time factors played a part in their behaviour and how they

coped with risks. Despite these results, respondents showed a willingness to change and

to adopt a more positive attitude towards safety.
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Abstrakt

Säkerhet är en viktig del för att minska risken för olyckor ombord på fartyg och yachter.

Trots gällande bestämmelser och regler kvarstår rapporter om dödliga olyckor på alla

typer av fartyg. Tidigare studier visar att på alla arbetsplatser är attityder mot risker en

viktig del för att skapa en säker miljö på arbetsplatsen. Med tanke på antalet olyckor i

rapporter ombord fartyg, undersökte denna studie de befintliga attityderna till säkerhet

bland besättningen ombord kommersiellt registrerade yachter. Semistrukturerade

omfattande intervjuer med åtta besättningmedlemmar genomfördes, och resultaten

visade ignorerande för befintliga bestämmelser ombord bland besättningen. Vidare visar

studien på att attityder till säkerhet ombord inte var enbart positiva på grund av flera

faktorer som skapar beteenden som inte följer säkerhetsförfarandena. Resultaten visade

att flera faktorer hindrar en mer positiv inställning till säkerhet. De befintliga attityderna

påverkas av den nuvarande kulturen i branschen, andra besättningsmedlemmar och

arbetsgivare. Men också arbetssäkerhet och tidsfaktorer spelade en roll i deras beteende

och hur de hanterade risker. Trots påvisade resultat visade respondenterna en vilja att

förändras och att anta en mer positiv inställning till säkerhet.
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1 Background

Safety is described as the condition of being protected from or unlikely to cause danger, risk

or injury (Oxford Dictionary).

For all vessels sailing under a flag state under IMO, safety is regulated as per IMO

framework and regulations (IMO).

The international Maritime Organization is an UN agency formed 1959 and has 171 member

states (IMO). The primary purpose is to develop and maintain comprehensive regulatory

framework by implementing international regulations and standards (IMO).

IMO consists of conventions regulating and ensuring the safety at sea. The SOLAS

Convention in its successive forms is generally regarded as the most important of all

international treaties concerning the safety of merchant ships (IMO). It is regulating

emergency duties for all crewmembers on board and specifying regulations for drills and

procedures on board, including fire and abandon ship drills (SOLAS Chapter. III reg. 19).

In order to ensure safety at sea, an additional major mark was the implementation of the

STCW code; in 1978 the STCW convention was first established and included standards of

training and certification on an international level. It was last amended in 2010 (Manila

amendments). Part A of the code is mandatory and includes the minimum standards of

competence required for all seagoing personnel (STCW). This includes course requirements

for all seafarers (STCW regulation VI/1).

In addition to this it also specifies the minimum training requirements for all persons taking

up a position on a seagoing ships (STCW Ch.VI p.217).

One of the more recent adoptions to ensure basic requirements is the Maritime Labour

Convention (MLC 2006), with 70 member states, which represent 80 % of global shipping

(MLC 2006). It covers minimum age, medical certification and mandatory training and

qualifications. The purpose of the regulation is to ensure that seafarers are trained and

qualified to carry out their duties on board a ship (MLC 2006 Reg1.1-1.3).

To ensure these standards and regulations are implemented on board the vessels under IMO

all vessels have a Safety management system regulated by the ISM code (IMO).
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Despite regulations and the work to prevent maritime accidents, they are still a regular

occurrence on all types of ships including Yachts (EMSA) The European Maritime Safety

Agency is an European Union agency charged with reducing risk of maritime accidents and

loss of human lives at sea (emsa.europa.eu). In the year 2013 the number of reported marine

causalities and incidents were 2767, the following year the number increased to 3025 (Annual

Overview p 15). In the 2015 Annual report the number of occurrences is estimated to be

between 3500-4000 (EMSA 2015 annual report, page 15).

In 2010 Cayman Island Shipping Registry released a notice specifically aimed to the super

yacht industry after a number of incidents involving fires on board large yachts had been

reported. In the notice it was expressed as a safety issue (Cayman Island Shipping Survey).

Another more recent fire incident occurred on board M/Y Callisto in 2014, which initiated a

discussion on the level of safety training for crew (Lulu Trask 2014).

One of the most recent safety related accidents is the fall and death of a crewmember on

board 82m M/Y Kibo in 2015. The accident occurred while the crewmember was working

aloft in a safety harness. (Yco Management)

An investigation report is on going by the yachts flag state and the maritime authority

representative of the Cayman island has been appointed to the case to investigate whether the

proper safety procedures on working over the side were applied. The full report will be

released upon completion (Lulu Trask 2014). Y.co is now focusing on reinforcing Captains,

Officer and crew the importance of following safety procedures on board. (https://y.co)

In 2017 there was another tragic accident when 18-year-old Bethany Smith fell down while

working aloft and died due to her injuries (Telegraph).

Despite the existing regulations and recommendations there is are no guarantees they are

being followed and enforced. Studies have shown there are other factors involved. In a

company’s safety work it is important to understand what attitudes an employee has to the

risks involved in his work in order to develop a safety culture in the workplace (Hambach et

al 2011).

On all yachts junior crew are employed that do only have the minimum requirements for sea

going service and not much relevant experience. Only fulfilling the requirements as per

STCW and MLC regulations.
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Seeing the number of accidents on board yachts it this study aims to investigate what the

attitudes are among junior crew on board commercially registered yachts towards safety and

what is contributing to the existing attitudes.

2 Purpose

The purpose of this study is to investigate junior crews attitudes and how they relate to safety

on board yachts after completing their mandatory STCW 95 Basic training (Manila 2010

amendments). Furthermore, it aims to investigate how junior crewmembers experience

responsible senior crewmembers attitudes towards safety and if the importance on safety on

board is emphasized in general in comparison with existing regulations.

2.1 Research Questions

- What attitude does junior crew working on yachts have in regards to safety?

- Do they experience that senior crewmembers stress the importance on safety on

board ?

- What factors contributes to the existing attitudes?

2.1.1 Delimitations

In order to ensure that the crewmembers taking part in this study have the relevant training

interviews will only be conducted with crew working on board commercially registered

yachts. The yachts are fully MLC compliant and have an implemented SMS and ISM system

on board and under a flag state following SOLAS requirements. All crew interviewed meet

the minimum training requirements in compliance with the STCW code part A-VI/1-1, A-

VI/1-2, A-VI /1-3, A-VI/1-4 and have undergone the necessary training at an approved

training centre. It will solely focus on junior crew at entry-level positions with less then 24

months experience at sea.
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3 Theory

In order to examine the attitudes and safety amongst junior crew and on board yachts another

relevant definition to establish and take into account in the study is risk. There are previous

studies investigating attitude towards risks among different work environments and

professions (HSE). The general definition of risk can best be defined as a probability or threat

of damage, injury, liability, loss or any other negative occurrence that is caused by external or

internal vulnerabilities, and that may be avoided through pre-emptive action (Oxford

Dictionary).

In a risk case study by EMSA it was established that one of the most difficult issues of safety

measures is how to balance costs with risks (EMSA).

In psychology attitude most commonly has the following definition: ”Attitude is a

psychological tendency that is expressed by evaluating a particular entity with some degree

of favour or disfavour” (Eagly & Chaiken, s.1, 1993).

It can also be described as to what level a persons regards a situation as positive or negative

(Nilsson 2003).

The attitudes and behaviours of one person often have several underlying factors. There are

theories behind what mechanisms are contributing to the overall attitude and behaviour. The

three processes that can contribute to our general attitude are cognitive, affective and

behavioural. The cognitive process determines a person’s opinion in regards to an object or

situation. There is an affective mechanism in humans that shape our attitude by influencing

our emotions and determine weather we have a positive or negative view or attitude towards

an object. The behavioural process determines our behaviour in relation to our attitude, which

means that not only does our attitude influence or behaviour, but our behaviour also has

impact on the overall attitude. (Eagly and Chaiken, p46-47, 1993).

Our actions are not only controlled by our attitude, but to a large extent by standards and

customs. In the theory about planned behaviour (TPB) it is explained how our actions are

influenced by norms and how we think we are expected to act. In combination with our

emotions our actions are greatly influenced by other people’s standards in a certain

environment and situation (Nilsson Andreas 2012).

This theory is further explained in Communities of Practice (Wenger, 1998) it describes how

our attitudes and behaviour are impacted in all everyday situations and while interacting with
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other people. In an institutional context, it is difficult to act without justifying your actions in

the discourse of the institution (Wenger 1998). In the book institution can be applied to

describe a workplace or a classroom. This theory originates from Skinner who says that the

individuals in that group create the behaviour of any group. The reason being that the people

of which the group consists of are imitating each other and copying each others actions,

behaviour and attitudes, the reason being that this generates a state of security and comfort

both on a individual and group level (Skinner 1974).

In a company’s safety work, it is important to understand what attitudes an employee has to

the risks involved in his work in order to develop a safety culture in the workplace (Hamhach

et al 2011).

Also in order for humans to and determine weather a risk prevails they need understanding of

what a threat is and they need understanding of why it actually prevails. If they do not

comprehend the situation and understand why the risks is regarded as non-existent or unreal.

For people to take a threat seriously the consequences and the damages and dangers needs to

be brought to their attention (Joost van loon et al 2000)

4 Methodology

Since the purpose of this study aims to investigate and also get an in depth understanding to

the attitudes towards safety among junior crew, the method used was a qualitative research

based on interviews. The results will be entirely based on the respondent’s answers

throughout the interviewing process. The advantages of and reason to using this method is in

order to ensure, that the issues and subjects covered can be evaluated in greater detail. It will

also help to get the “actor’s point of view” and their own frames of reference (Gunilla Eklund

2012). This way we are experiencing reality as they experience it (Corbin Strauss 2008). In

qualitative studies researchers can also follow a flexible research design (Marshall &

Rossman, 2011). As we conduct interviews and learn more about how participants view their

experiences we will be able to make decisions regarding additional data to collect on the

basis of what we have already learned (S. Taylor, R. Bogdan 1998).

The interviews are with an open line of questioning, allowing the respondents to give full

answer on their views and opinions without interfering, in order to be able to collect the
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maximum amount of data (Rautalinko 2007). The interviews will be of a low standardization

model without having fixed answering alternatives and where the order of questions will be

flexible (Olsson & Sorensen 2007).

Questioning will be semi-structured in order to focus on the topics of the study in general

rather than going in to detail seeking specific answers (Anna Hedin 1996). However before

the interviews the term and definition of safety will be agreed upon with the respondents as

per definition in this study. Since the study aims to investigate attitudes towards safety there

has to be consensus on the definition. This is specified and clarified by the questioner.

4.1 Selection

A total of 8 respondents are taking part in this study. Six of them are currently in an entry-

level deckhand position (4 Male, 2 Female). Whereas the other two are currently in a junior

stewardess position on board. They are aged between 20-30 and have less than 2-year

experience at sea. The criteria’s in the selection was that they will all have completed their

STCW 2010 Basic training and meet the minimum training requirements in compliance with

the STCW code part A-VI/1-1, A-VI/1-2, A-VI /1-3, A-VI/1-4. The yachts where they are

currently employed are commercially registered and fully MLC compliant and have an

implemented SMS and ISM system on board and under a flag state following SOLAS

requirements.

4.2 Collection of Data

The respondents participating in the study were chosen after recommendations from co-

workers and known Captains to the interviewer, in order to establish they had the

requirements asked for to participate in this study, and also in order to make sure they would

have a lot to contribute with their answers in the aim of the study.

First an interview was made as a test with a respondent not participating in the study. The

order in which the questions were asked and the definition of the questions were subsequently

changed, as it was found that the respondent was more willing to respond to more open and

broader line of questions. This way it allowed to respondent to talk more freely and more data

in the aim of the study could be collected (Anna Hedin, 1996). It was also discovered that the
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respondent felt more relaxed and open to questions when conducted in a bar or public space

rather than in an office. Therefor the decision was made to interview all the respondents in

cafes or restaurants, of their own choice, in order to create a more relaxed atmosphere

(Kvale&Brinkman 2009;Trost 2005).

Before starting each interview, the definitions on safety and risks were established with the

respondent in order to make sure they correlated with the definitions previously specified in

this study. The respondents were all informed they would remain confidential as per the

information in ethical aspects section in this study,further they were informed that the

interview would be recorded. The data from the interviews was transcribed a few days after

the completion of each interview, in order to fully absorb the information from each

interview (Anna Hedin, 1996).

4.3 Ethical Aspects

All participants in this study are participating voluntarily. The topic will be covering the

super yacht industry, where the employees lack good protection and termination is frequent.

Therefor all names remain confidential and will not be published. Also the Yachts at which

they are employed will remain confidential and will not be published or mentioned in this

study. No answers or results will be published where there is a risk that the respondent risks

being identified. Some data collected will be withdrawn if the respondent does not want it

published.

All participants have received written information regarding the topic, the study and the aim

of the study. It has been specified that they will remain confidential and they were informed

of for which purposes the data will be used. All participants have been offered to take part of

the study and its results and if they wish to end their part in their study they are free to do so

at any time.

4.4 Validiy and Reliability

To increase the validity and reliability, but also to put my findings into a broader context

triangulation is used between results from my interviews and previous research and theories

on attitudes. It will also compare the findings with existing regulations and laws in regulatory
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framework. After the first test interwiev the structure of questions and the preliminary order

in which questions were asked was established.

Attitudes are changed overtime, therefore you can not assure that the answers would be the

same conducting the interviews at a later stage.

5 Result and Analysis

5.1 Results

The results are divided into three categories, one category for each research question

specified in the purpose section of this study. Each of the research questions are then

subcategorized into corresponding themes that were most regularly discussed and lifted

during the interviews. Quotes in this chapter are the most representative for the respondents'
views. All eight respondents have been onboard Yachts where they have experienced there is

a lack of safety and disregard for risks, both amongst themselves and fellow crewmembers.

5.1.1 General views on safety, risks and dangers onboard amongst the

respondents

When first asked, six respondents were able to identify one or multiple risks involved with

their work onboard. All six mentioned the risks of having a fire onboard, four mentioned

tender driving and working aloft. In addition to this, minor safety hazards like “banging your

head” were raised.  Two respondents were unable to identify any major risks or safety

hazards involved with working onboard a yacht.

5.1.2 Accidents and near misses

During the interviews all eight respondents answered they have been injured, or that they

know of other people in the industry suffered injury while working onboard. Amongst the

injuries, cases of fractures, being washed off the stern, minor injuries and even one case of

drowning to a fellow crewmember were mentioned. All eight respondents could also report of

situations of near misses, where they or their colleagues were close to suffer a serious injury.
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Working aloft with electrical work without a harness, falling out from a tender and even risk

of loss of limbs while fendering off other yachts, were all mentioned as near misses.

One of the new deckhands fell over the bow of the tender into the water when trying to tie

the headline on. The tender was still moving forward without anybody inside it. We all

laughed so much.

5.1.3 Attitudes on risks and safety

The overall attitude towards safety and risks onboard was mixed amongst the respondents.

Six of the respondents agreed on that safety was very important. They also wish the level of

safety would increase onboard and be better prioritized. They also show an eagerness to

improve their own attitude towards safety. They wish there were more drills and more

detailed drills, as they feel their knowledge would be better, and as to minimize the risks.

They express a wish to know their roles in an emergency better, and that safety would be

more prioritized onboard. Two respondents were feeling that there were more important tasks

to do, and that safety was not important, as they couldn’t see the risks being that big. They

expressed that the risks ashore were just as big as the risks and dangers working onboard, and

therefore safety should not have a special significance.

The two below quotes are indicating the mixed attitudes towards safety amongst the

respondents.

Health and safety is not really something you think about, it doesn’t seem to be an issue on my

boat.

Working at sea is dangerous and we are aware of the risks. We think drills are important so that

you know how to act and not to panic in an emergency.

5.1.4 Drills

The interviews revealed that drills were not being done on a regular basis. Two Respondents

didn’t do drills at all while onboard. Amongst the others the standard was to do drills but

often with several months interval. At times the drills would be more frequent, but during the

summer and guest seasons no drills were done for up to 4 months. They did do Fire drills and

Abandon ship drills, but they had never done a Man overboard drill or an enclosed space drill
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while onboard. It was also found that they experience that drills were not detailed or thorough

enough. In addition to this the respondents mentioned not being notified of changes in the

muster duties, and that safety familiarisations were being completed upon joining but not in

full because of the Yachts operations at the time.

Officers only do the drills to cover their backs and follow regulations, we had a fire alarm go off

and only two crewmembers mustered at the right muster station.

5.1.5 Experience on attitudes amongst senior crew

It was discovered that most of the respondents think that senior crew do not take their time to

inform the junior crew on safety and risks. The respondents expressed that they have

encountered officers that on the contrary do inform, and that it depends on the person.

Generally the respondents experienced that safety procedures and drills, were only being

conducted by the senior crew in order to cover their own backs and be in line with applicable

regulations.

Respondents agree that the level of knowledge amongst senior crew is good, but that safety

and risks are being disregarded due to laziness. Respondents experience that safety is not

being taken seriously on board amongst any of the crew. Other respondents point out that

there doesn’t seem to be anytime for safety as guest operations and maintenance is more

important.

All respondents were able to give several examples of Captains or Officers doing work on

board without following safety procedures in front of the other crew. In some of these cases

this disregard for safety led to injuries.

My old Captain just threw a paddle board over the side and it wasn’t safe, he broke his hand.

That’s not good, especially when you are supposed to be a role model for the other crew.

Respondents also expressed that even if they would have a safety concern they would not

raise it, as in their experience it is likely it would not have been taken positively by their

senior crew. The majority of the respondent’s experience that they would have been laughed

at by senior crew if they raised a safety concern.
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Our Captain said that safety is just needed for stupid people. If I would have asked him for a

safety procedure for the tender he probably would have answered, the safety procedure is don’t

be an idiot.

5.1.6 Work description

Nobody mentioned safety as in to their descriptions for their main duties and responsibilities

on board and the purpose of their work.

All respondents mentioned the up keeping of the yacht, in regards to keeping it clean and

maintaining it as the most important duty, among other duties mentioned was service and

driving tenders for the guests.

When asked about the main purpose all respondents answered that it was keeping the owners

and guests pleased and accommodating in all ways possible. Only once during the interview

when this question was asked did any of the respondents mention the word risk or safety

when describing the nature of their work.

The most important is the welfare of the boat and the welfare of the guests. I guess safety

should be a part of it but it is not, people do silly things for their owners.

5.1.7 Time aspects

In regards to being safe onboard time aspects plays an important part for the junior crew. In

those cases where the respondents have had a lack of time to complete a task safety has been

disregarded. In order to complete duties in relation to guest operations, safety was widely

disregarded by the respondents. When the Yacht operates without guests and Owners on

board safety has been taken into larger account. On those occasions the respondents have

tried to follow proper procedures. Interviews suggests that despite this, the procedures for

safety has not always been followed due to trying to complete maintenance and work tasks in

a quicker manner.

On my old boat, I washed the windows, 8 meters above water daily without the proper PPE.

Sometimes safety gets ignored even when we do have time.
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5.1.8 Guest relations, priorities on board and job security

The main reason according for the respondents to not acting safely is the presence of guests

and owners onboard the Yacht. Most respondents mention the need give the guests exactly

what they ask for at any time, that the guests are always the main priority and that safety

always gets disregarded in order to accommodate the guests. They express a risk and concern

for losing their jobs if tasks are not completed as per guest requests or in a quick enough

manner. They express that safety has the lowest priority when guests are on board.

The respondents feel that the senior crew are affected by the pressure from the owner and that

the senior crew then applies the same pressure on the junior crew.

People do silly things for their owners. They rush, they panic, most that they know it goes out

their heads. They would bend over backwards for their owners

If I waste the time trying to be safe, I might lose my job because things have not been done

quick enough for the guests.

I do not think the owners and guests know what goes on behind the scenes. One of my

acquaintances worked with a deckhand diving under the Yacht in order to clean the waterline,

he never came up and when the ambulance arrived to the scene the owners were still asking the

stewardesses for champagne.

5.1.9 Norms and standards in the Yachting industry

The yachting industry is described by the respondents as a party culture. Several respondents

also mention the industry is being dominated by younger people and they experience this

reflects negative on safety, whereas the older crew members attitudes to safety is better.

The professionals in the industry are being described by the respondents as laidback, arrogant

and not safety conscious.

According to respondents there is a standard of working more than 14 hours per day during

summer months. They also experience that if you do not work hours required by their bosses,

there would be a big risk of termination.

Appearance is mentioned by a majority of the respondents as a big factor in yachting, and

they express that also this effects the safety on board.
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Nobody wants to see us wearing ugly PPE, I do mooring operations in flip flop and guests do

not want to see their crew in safety googles, so nothing is going to change.

One of the respondents sums up the norms and standards with this quote:

We work hard and we play hard.

5.1.10 Safety culture on board

A majority of respondents answer that there is not a safety culture onboard. They experience

that there is a blame culture onboard. Three respondents could give examples of other crew

trying to blame fellow crew members for accidents on board.

It is by most respondents described as slack. According to respondent’s crew put work before

safety.

They express that if all crew were to act in a safe manner, they would start acting safely as

well, in addition to this they would prefer if work was done in a safe manner and would

embrace a safety culture.

I used to try to be safe climbing down to the tender, and the Chief engineer onboard would

laugh at me. I do not know why people aren’t safe, it affects me. I think it is like a domino

effect, if everyone on board would act safely, so would we. I would think differently and

approach things differently.

6 Discussion

The aim of this study was to investigate the following amongst junior crew onboard

commercially registered yachts:

 Attitudes amongst junior crew working on yachts in regards to safety and risks

on board?

 Do junior crew experience that senior crewmembers stress the importance on

safety on board?

 Which factors are contributing to existing attitudes?
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The research sought to highlight potential factors hindering the safety on board, and the

research did indeed discover several factors, behaviours, existing attitudes, norms and

standards that are affecting the safety and the attitudes on safety onboard.

6.1 Attitudes amongst junior crew working on yachts in regards to safety and

risks on board.

Despite not all respondents being able to identify immediate risks on board, the results clearly

show that the respondents have been involved in accidents and near misses onboard and

generally it shows that junior crew, by what they have experienced have a good awareness of

the risks involved with their work.

The respondents overall attitude and outlook on safety is good, they express a wish for

improved safety standards on board and show a willingness to improve. This is not surprising

considering they have been involved in accidents and near misses. It is likely that has

influenced the respondent in their view. Since for people to take a threat seriously the

consequences and the damages and dangers needs to be brought to their attention (Joost van

loon et al 2000). The interviews show that is has only become clear to them after being

involved in an accident or near miss.

In addition to this, it shows that the respondent’s behaviours do not fully correspond with

their positive attitudes towards safety.  It is shown that our attitude influence or behaviour,

but our behaviour also has impact on the overall attitude (Eagly&Chaiken, 1993). This would

explain the somewhat mixed answers and attitudes amongst the respondents. Where some

respondents had a more negative outlook on safety onboard.

The fact that their behaviours are not at all correlating with their positive attitudes towards

safety could also be explained with the findings in this study showing several clear factors on

why at times the respondents felt like they had to act in an unsafe manner despite their

positive attitudes.

Judging by the answers from the respondents the general attitude in the yachting industry and

amongst their fellow crewmembers the attitude towards safety is very negative and judging

by behaviour there seems to be a huge disregard for risks involved in their work.

Therefore it seems unlikely that the randomly chosen eight respondents would have a

different attitude towards safety then the prevailing one in the industry. It is likely that the

respondents answer therefor could have been affected and they gave answers regarding

themselves that they believed the author of the study wanted to hear (Stukat 2011).
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Their positive attitude and answers could also be a way to impress the interviewer, since they

were aware the interviewer had a higher position in the same industry.

In addition to this social psychology studies show that people generally think highly of

themselves. They are trying to maintain these view through self-enhancement which refers to

people's desire to enhance the positivity or decrease the negativity of the self-concept and the

drive for positive evaluations (Strube 1995). Their positive answers could therefore be a way

for them to maintain this outlook through self-verification (Swann 1981). Lastly their

answers could be somewhat affected by their fear of their anonymity being exposed in the

study, since it was evident that the industry is characterized by poor job security. In

conclusion it is more than likely that the respondents attitudes are worse than they suggest

and what the results are showing.

6.2 Do junior crew experience that senior crewmembers stress the importance

on safety on board?

The study undoubtedly shows that junior crew do not think the importance on safety on board

is stressed enough by senior officers. The answers from the respondents revealed that there

was a lack of safety drills on board. According to the answers from respondents we can

determine that drills were not carried out as frequently as per regulatory requirements (Annex

3 SOLAS). Also answers suggested full familiarizations were not carried out as per

regulations (Annex 2 STCW). Regulations show that the crew were not exposed to safety

drills and procedure as often as regulations suggest. Consequently, is it easy to see why junior

crew correctly experienced safety was not stressed enough on board. This resulting in that

they didn’t experience the safety drills as serious.

It seems that the behaviour of senior crew, not limited to not complying with regulations as

per drill and familiarization requirements, but also the fact that they openly carried out work

tasks unsafe which resulted in direct injuries. The behaviour of the senior crew seems to be

creating a “domino effect” and has a big impact on the rest of the crews’ views and attitudes

on safety.

This is further suggested by previous theories on behaviourism. Individuals in a group can

create a behaviour of any group, resulting in people imitating each other and copying each

other’s behaviours and attitudes (Skinner 1974). Similarly, our emotions and actions are

greatly influenced by other people’s standards in a certain environment or situation (Nilsson

2012).
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This would be particularly applicable in this case of the leaders of the group creating the

behaviour leading to existing attitudes.

Insufficient training and information from the senior crew, and the fact that they were not

complying with regulations seems to have affected the junior crew and how they experienced

senior crew. As per behaviourism theories they then adopted the same attitudes and behaviour

which will have affected their view on safety and disregard for risks involved with their

work.

6.3 Which factors are contributing to the existing attitudes?

The attitudes and most of all, behaviours onboard, can be easily understood seeing the

number of different factors contributing to the unsafe acts of crew and how they cope with

risks.

The main issue seems to be the nature of operation the Yachts are used for including the

respondents work description and how they experience their work description.

The poor job security in combination with guest demands seem to be hindering both the

senior officers and the junior crew from performing their duties in a safe manner. The

interviews show that time, guests, work descriptions, job security are all factors that are

making the crew act in an unsafe manner.

This could influence the overall attitude onboard since behaviour is determined after

evaluating a degree of favour or disfavour to a given situation (Eagly& Chaiken). In a

situation where there is a chance of losing your job the choice of behaviour becomes easy

when your job is on the line. The unsafe behaviour becomes the safest option for the

respondents.

All these situations are creating a certain behaviour and standard acts. In Communities of

Practise this is theory is supported and explanations given of how our behaviours are

impacted by everyday situations (Wenger 1998). When crew are consistently repeating

unsafe acts, it creates norms and standards, that leads to a certain behaviour and influence the

attitude of the crew.

Additionally, the interviews show that safety is nowhere included in the norms and standards

in the industry and on board. Norms and standards are rather characterized by hard work,

blame culture, appearance, vanity and “know it all”-attitude. These norms and standards are

creating a corresponding attitude as described in theories of planned behaviour, where actions

and emotions are dependent on standards in a certain environment (Nilsson 2012).
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The unsafe practises onboard and the attitudes and behaviours of the crew and how the

respondents experience it links well with the recent reports and number of accidents seen in

the industry (MACI). Respondents answers also showed that they are still working aloft in

the same ways that crew did, in most recent accident, that had a lethal outcome.

The results also showed that each respondent could identify several examples of other crew

not acting safe, not following procedures and situations that led or could have led to

accidents. This begs the question of how many “near misses” are not reported, this is

important to understand since reporting near misses is a way of minimizing future undesired

events (OSHA). (FURTHER STUDIES INVESTIGATE NEAR MISSES) (EXPLAIN

DEFINITION OF NEAR MISS)

Results show that despite factors hindering safety on board, there is a willingness amongst

junior crew to improve their attitude on safety and risk, a willingness to learn and change.

However, judging by respondents answers the only way for them to change attitude the

overall safety culture need to change onboard, amongst guests and senior crew. If the

awareness of risks increased amongst the employers it could be a big step in order to develop

a safety culture on board.

7 Conclusions

We can conclude that overall there is a risk awareness onboard. Junior crew are through their

training and experiences aware of the risks involved with their work. Likewise, senior crew

should at least have the same amount of risk awareness due to their training and experiences

onboard.

Despite reoccurring situations where crew are risking being hurt and situations where they

have been injured in their work they are not prioritizing safety when working on board.

The reason the safety is not being prioritized by junior crew when working is partly the

attitudes onboard towards safety amongst other crew members and senior crew. If the

attitudes towards risks would change onboard, results suggest that junior crew is willing and

likely to adopt an attitude more positive towards safety. The main reasons for not acting safe

is not the lack of awareness of risks, but rather the overall culture in the industry, the lack of a

safety culture onboard, the standards and norms onboard and the attitude amongst senior crew

and other crewmembers.
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Furthermore, results suggested that procedures onboard in regards to safety did not follow the

existing regulatory framework. Drills were not carried out regularly and as frequent as

regulations require and safety familiarizations were sometimes insufficient and incomplete.

It is likely that the disregard for existing regulations added to the lack of safety culture

onboard. When junior crew experience that senior crew are not acting in a safe manner and

do not stress the importance on safety, it becomes unlikely that junior crew will develop a

positive attitude towards safety.

Again, the reasons for not following regulations and procedures comes back to the nature of

the work and the tasks with higher priority.

Results suggest that if there was enough time, job security and less pressure and demands

from owners (employers), junior crew would be willing to adopt to procedures and act more

safely. It is likely that the senior crew are hindered by the very same factors and are therefore

unable to act in a safe manner and with a positive attitude towards safety. This is reflected on

the overall culture of the vessel and resulting in the existing attitudes.

To conclude the results, the multiple factors hindering crew to act in a safe manner resulting

in a disregard for risk and a negative attitude towards safety is primarily what needs to be

altered, the results are further supporting theories that regulations are not enough and that any

company or work place needs to understand the attitudes an employee or employer has to

risk, in order to develop a safety culture in the work place.

8 Further Research

The results in this study leaves us with answers but also several additional questions.

A further study could investigate attitudes towards safety and risks amongst senior crew

onboard. Is what junior crew are experiencing about senior crew accurate. By establishing

senior crews’ attitudes towards safety, it would be possible to see further solutions and steps

towards creating a safety culture on board.

Additionally, it would be interesting to compare other types of vessels, and the attitudes

towards safety on those vessels. When comparing results it would be possible to identify if

the same factors are influencing both the junior crew and senior crew on other types of

vessels.

Answers from respondents suggested that many near misses occurs onboard. The fact that

crew are still adopting the same unsafe procedures that recently led to deadly accidents,
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shows the further need on studies on near misses, and if they are being reported by the

persons in charge, as well as management procedures for dealing with near misses, in order to

enlighten the eventual safety problem further.
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Annex 1

SOLAS

In accordance with Solas all ships have to have emergency training and drills on board. (Ch.

III reg. 19)

The requirements for these drills are as follows:

 Every crewmember should be assigned emergency duties before a voyage begins

(Solas chapter III regulation 19.2.1)

 Every crewmember shall participate in at least one abandon shop drill and one fire

drill every month. (Solas 19.3.2.)

Abandon Ship Drills should include:

 Summoning of passengers and crew to muster stations with the alarm followed by PA

announcement.

 Reporting to muster stations and preparing for duties as per muster list

 Checking that passengers and crew are suitably dressed

 Checking that lifejackets are correctly donned

 Lowering of at least on lifeboat

 Starting life boat engine

 Operation of davits used for launching life rafts

 A mock search

(SOLAS Ch.III reg.19.3.3)

 Fire Drills should include:

 Reporting to stations and preparing for the duties described in the muster list required

 Starting of a fire pump using at least two required jets of water to show that the

system us in proper working condition

 Checking of fire mans outfit and other personal equipment

 Checking of relevant communication equipment

 Checking the operation of watertight doors fire doors fire dampers and main inlets

and outlets

 Checking necessary arrangements for subsequent abandoning ship.

(SOLAS Ch.III reg.19.3.4)
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On board training and instructions should include:

 Instructions Operation of ships inflatable life rafts

 Problems of hypothermia first aid treatment for hypothermia

 LSA In severe weather and sea conditions

 Operation and use of fire extinguishing appliances

These should be given as soon as possible but not later than two weeks after a crewmember

joins the ship. In no case less than every two months should all areas be covered (SOLAS Ch.

4 reg.19.4.)
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ANNEX 2

STCW

This convention was the first to establish basic international requirements (IMO). In

accordance with the STCW-code mandatory minimum requirements for safety

familiarization, basic training and instruction for all seafarers are as follows:

STCW familiarization training should be given to all persons employed or engaged on a

seagoing ship. (STCW Ch.VI p.217)

This should include:

 Communicate with other persons on board on elementary safety standards and

understand information symbols, signs and alarm signals.

 Know what to do if a person falls overboard

 Fire or smoke is detected

 Or fire or abandon ship alarm is sounded

 Identify muster and embarkation stations and emergency escape routes

 Locate and don lifejackets

 Raise the alarm and have basic knowledge of the use of portable fire extinguishers.

 Take immediate action upon encountering an accident or other medical emergency

before seeking further medical assistance on board and

 Close and operate the fire weather tight and watertight doors fitted in particular ship

other than those for hull openings.

(STCW 2010 page 217)

Minimum requirements

In order to ensure safety at sea, one of the major marks was the implementation of the STCW

code; in 1978 the STCW convention was first established and included standards of training

and certification on an international level. It was last amended in 2010 (Manila amendments).

Part A of the code is mandatory and includes the minimum standards of competence required

for all seagoing personnel (STCW 2010)
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Course requirements are regulated by regulation VI/1 in the STCW code. (STCW 2010) the

specific course requirements as in the regulation and the content of the basic training are the

following:

 Personal Survival Techniques as set out in table A-VI/1-1

 Fire Prevention and Fire-Fighting as set out in table A-VI/1-2

 Elementary first Aid as set out in table A-VI/1-3

 Personal Safety And Social Responsibilities as set out in table A-VI/1-

4

(STCW 2010 p 217-227)
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Annex 4

Interview questions

What attitude does junior crew working on yachts have in regards to safety and risks on
board?

Tell us about the dangers and risks involved with your work onboard?

Can you give examples of any accidents you have experienced onboard or do you know
anyone that has?

Is it dangerous working onboard?

Do you think it is important to have drills?

Do they experience that senior crewmembers stress the importance on safety on board?

How often did you have drills onboard and explain how they were being done?

Do you feel that the officers and crew in charge are explaining the risks involved and is it
stressed as important?

Do the officers inform you on safety?

How do you experience other crewmembers regard to safety?

Were you given a familiarisation upon joining?

What factors contribute to the existing attitudes?

What are the most important tasks and purpose of your work?

Are you making sure you are safe when you are completing work tasks?

Do you take time to be safe, and if not why?

What are the standard procedures for operation in regards to safety?

Are there any norms or standards on board?  Do you experience you have to act in a certain
way?

Safety Culture on board?

How do you experience other crewmembers regard to safety?
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Annex 5

Interview Themes

Attitudes amongst junior crew working on yachts in regards to safety and risks on

board?

 General views on safety, risks and dangers when working onboard amongst the

respondents

 Accidents and near misses

 Attitudes on risks and safety

Do junior crew experience that senior crewmembers stress the importance on safety on

board?

 Drills
 Experience on attitudes amongst senior crew

Which factors are contributing to existing attitudes?

 Work description
 Time aspects
 Guest relations, priorities on board and job security
 Norms and standards in the Yachting industry
 Safety culture on board


